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Abstract
Understanding the careers and movements of highly skilled people plays an ever-increasing role in today’s global knowledge-
based economy. Researchers and academics are sources of innovation and development for governments and institutions. Our
study uses scientific-related data to track careers evolution and Researchers’ movements over time. To this end, we define the
Yearly Degree of Collaborations Index, which measures the annual tendency of researchers to collaborate intra-nationally,
and two scores to measure the mobility in and out of countries, as well as their balance.

Keywords Scientific mobility · Network analysis · Scientific networks

1 Introduction

Knowledge has become a valuable resource for exchange,
and international mobility plays a key role in scientific pro-
duction, education, and policy-making and research careers
of highly qualified personnel. Given the importance of highly
skilled personnel, career analyses and pattern mobility mod-
els are increasingly attracting the attentionof both institutions
and researchers. As an intersection of two significant dis-
courses (1) the internalisation in the global academia and (2)
researchers as highly skilled migrants, there exists a notable
gap in the contemporary knowledge environment of migra-
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tion and mobility of researchers, who are also named as
“academics”, and “scientists”. Despite the increasing global
trends of highly skilled migration and emergent interest in
migration/mobility studies, migrant researchers have cap-
tured a limited interest (for exceptions see [8, 27, 28]).
One of the challenges with demographic modelling highly
skilled migration and movements is the significant gaps in
international statistics considering definitions, and specific
socio-economic indicators for migrants such as education
levels [2] and a lacking a world migration survey [56]. To
extend the knowledge gained by inferring the mobility and
migratory patterns of researchers through traditional data
such as register statistics, alternative data sources open the
way for new perspectives.

The availability of massive data describing both publica-
tions and researchers’ careers, together with its multifaceted
nature, has made scientific mobility a fertile research ground
for multiple fields of study [49]. Researchers have benefited
from the advantages of alternative sources such as bibliomet-
ric repositories such as Scopus1 andWeb of Science2 to study
the academic collaboration networks and to develop scien-
tificmobility indicators [16, 30, 58] andMicrosoft Academic
Graph [55] to examine the scientific ethnic and mobility net-
works and [3, 52]. Besides few exceptions (see [33, 44]), the
internationalworldwidemobility patterns have not been fully
explored. With our work, we aim to provide a global vision
of scientific knowledge exchange and researchers’ mobil-

1 Scopus, URL: https://www.scopus.com/.
2 Web of Science, URL: https://www.webofknowledge.com.
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ity at different temporal resolutions based on data from the
Microsoft Academic Knowledge Graph (MAKG).3

The contribution of this paper is twofold:

(1) We investigate the collaborative environment of academia
and scientific exchange by focusing our analyses on
scientific collaborations observed through the proxy of
article co-authorship. We will accordingly develop a
measure, Yearly Degree of Collaboration Index (YDCI),
which captures the tendency for a scientist to collaborate
with colleagues working in the same country or abroad
on annual basis. This index enables identifying different
(homogeneous) groups of scientists, which we describe
based on spatial and temporal dimensions.

(2) We focus on the evolution of highly specialised academic
mobility flows and propose a mobility score to describe
academic outbound and inbound migrants on the country
level. Based on this mobility score, the mobility balance
index, which allows estimating the difference between
inflows and outflows, will be derived.

The article is structured as follows: Sect. 2 draws the con-
ceptual framework of our study by contextualising academic
mobility and knowledge transfer in the existing literature
and by discussing how our approach differs from previous
efforts. In Sect. 3, we describe the data and our methodologi-
cal approach including the data collection and pre-processing
phase and the preliminary and necessary steps for our anal-
yses, such as the calculation of the YDCI, mobility score
and mobility balance. The core of our work is set out in
Sect. 4, where we provide the description of our analyti-
cal approach and discuss of the observed outcomes. Finally,
Sect. 5 summarises our conclusions and interpretations, with
some suggestions for future developments.

2 Academic mobility, academic networks
and knowledge transfer

Analysing how, why and where highly skilled individuals
such as researchers move has attracted accelerating interest
in recent decades due to the socio-political evolution, global-
isation, and knowledge-based economic approaches around
the globe. In the context of internationalisation of academia,
“migration” and “mobility” have been used interchange-
ably [46]; however, mobility of academic goes beyond the
commonly accepted migrant4 approach which encompasses

3 Microsoft AcademicKnowledgeGraph, URL: https://ma-graph.org/.
The MAKG dataset is licensed under the Open Data Commons Attri-
bution License (ODC-By).
4 The UN Migration Agency (IOM) defines a migrant as any person
who is moving or has moved across an international border or within

long-term change of residence by a cross-border (physical)
mobility. Nevertheless, despite the fact that the gist of the
interest in the highly skilled migration is being mostly eco-
nomic, internationalisation and mobility of researchers can
be recognised as not only a physical mobility [51] but also
a system for global knowledge transfer [12]. Having said
that, international academicmovements, flows, and networks
are recognised as beneficial transnational and transferable
identity capital that are antitheses to intellectual parochial-
ism [35]. In short, internationalisation in academia covers
not only the cross-border (both short-term and long-term)
mobility of the researchers but also the cross-country collab-
orations which facilitate international knowledge transfer.

Mobile academics are conceptualised through the inter-
play of multiple movements where knowledge is used as
power and mobility as a resource [19, 43]. Since academic
mobility and freedomofmovement of knowledge are a global
multidimensional phenomenon, studying academic mobility
within the migration framework requires more complex data
than the population registers that capture the official regis-
tration of residential movements.

Although in the debate on the internationalisation of
higher education, academics’ and researchers’ mobility has
been less investigated than student mobility [51], the litera-
ture includes different approaches based on traditional (e.g.
official registers and census data) or innovative (e.g. big
and social media data) sources. Regarding traditional data
sources,UNESCO,OECD, and theEuropeanUnion, through
EUROSTAT, collect educational-related statistics. However,
these data often do not include information about citizenship
and mobility of academics and information cannot be fully
comparable [45, 51]. Due to this, several surveys rise, such as
the GlobSci Survey [59], the Changing Academic Profession
(CAP) [60], MORE2 [61], albeit with notable differences in
sample size andgeographic coverage.Conversely, by exploit-
ing innovative and big data, the research has focused on
linking career evolution and internationalmobility [54],mea-
suring knowledge transfer [4], analysing the convergence or
discrepancy of countries in academic mobility and collab-
oration [13]. Moreover, scientific data have been exploited
to study scale-free networks [7], temporal sequence analysis
[6, 39], network statistical properties [37], measure interna-
tional scientific collaboration [36, 57], and scientist mobility
[14, 31, 33].

As pointed out in [51], a quantitative analysis of the
mobility of academics has to cope with the wide range of
terms used and definitions adopted. Due to the tendency to

a State away from his/her habitual place of residence, regardless of
(1) the person’s legal status; (2) whether the movement is voluntary
or involuntary; (3) what the causes for the movement are; or (4) what
the length of the stay is. Source: https://www.un.org/en/global-issues/
migration.
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classify academic personnel into categories (e.g. scientists,
qualified personnel, highly skilled workers, R&D person-
nel, and researchers), integrating and comparing data from
different resources is often complex. Moreover, available
data resources are very heterogeneous in terms of distri-
bution, access, necessary skills, content, and size. Most
of the literature exploits Scopus data [9, 23, 31, 33, 50]
while some others use Web of Science data [13, 44], one
of the most frequently used indexed database [38]. Moed
et al. [31] analysed mobility between institutions in Ger-
many, Italy, and the Netherlands. Leveraging bibliometric
data from Scopus, the authors profile academics, e.g. distin-
guishing “young researchers”, and analysed the accuracy of
links between academics and institutions. Moreover, in [9],
the authors employed Scopus data analyse academic mobil-
ity by observing researchers of various fields and countries
also considering career stages and gender. Also, Robinson-
Garcia et al. [44] analysed individual publication records
based on publications covered in the Web of Science, from
2008 to 2015, to distinguish between “academic migrants”,
i.e. authors who disengaged from their country of origin, and
“academic travellers”, i.e. authors who gain additional affil-
iations but maintain affiliation with their country of origin.
Other well-known scientific data sources are the Microsoft
Academic Knowledge Graph (MAKG) [1, 20] and its par-
ent dataset, the Microsoft Academic Graph (MAG) [48], a
heterogeneous graph about scientific publication records and
actors involved in these, e.g. authors, institutions, and jour-
nals. In [24], an in-depth analysis is proposed to highlight the
characteristics of the MAG and compare it with other pub-
licly available research publication datasets. Effendy et al.
examine trends in computing using citation counts [18] and
rank conferences into ratings [17]. Finally, Panagopoulos et
al. [40] focus on evaluating the impact of authors based on
both collaborative networks and citations by research areas.
Scientific disciplines and geographical coverage are other
distinctive characteristics of academic mobility in the state-
of-the-art. Some works focus on specific research areas such
as bio-pharmaceuticals [11],molecular life sciences [25], and
computer vision [21]. Moreover, studies can be limited in
space, as in [14, 25, 30, 32] and focusing on specific regions
rather than a holistic or global approach, as in [44].

This study presents a new approach to study knowledge
transfer analysing scientific collaborations and the inter-
national mobility of researchers. Even in [9] is presented
a study based on joint investigation of scholarly publica-
tions and movements of researchers over time. And, as in
our study, authors’ affiliation in publication is employed to
track changes of affiliations over time. However, in [9], only
publications indexed in Scopus and authors with a Scopus
author ID are considered. On the contrary, here we jointly
employ Microsoft Academic Graph and Knowledge Graph.
Although the Microsoft Academic website and underlying

APIs were retired on Dec. 31, 2021,5 we believe that this
dataset offers us a peerless source of information in terms
of quantity (e.g. number of publications and authors) and
geographical-temporal coverage (i.e. from 1800 to 2020 and
about 180 countries). Further in [9], “mobility” is defined
as “having a co-affiliation or multiple affiliations”. In this
study are proposed two new measures. The first is a coun-
try level measure referring to scientific collaborations and
exchange on a yearly basis, the Yearly Degree of Collabora-
tions’ Internationality index (YDCI). The second measure is
a country levelmobility scorewhich allows to estimate annual
inflows and outflows and balance for researchers mobility.
The YDCI was also used to identify homogeneous groups
of researchers who were analysed with respect to geograph-
ical and temporal dimensions at different spatial resolutions
(country, European, and worldwide level). As regards the
mobility score, we define two versions, In and Out, based on
the flows of researchers entering and leaving the countries,
respectively. Finally, on the basis of these, we calculate the
mobility balance to estimate the difference between the two
flows providing a comprehensive worldwide overview.

3 Data andmethodology

The aim of this study is internationalisation and knowledge
transfer through, firstly collaboration, and, secondlymobility
of researchers. The data source and the method to achieve
these goals are elaborated below.

3.1 Dataset

Our study is based on bibliometric data fromMicrosoft Aca-
demic Knowledge Graph6 (MAKG). The dataset composes
of several scientific collaboration-related data, split into 18
subsets. From these, we focus on:

• Authors: information about researchers, such as nameand
affiliation (about 254 million entities).

• Affiliations: information on scientific institutions, e.g.
research centres, academies, hospitals, etc., including
name and Wikipedia url (about 25 thousand entities).

• FieldOfStudy: information on the fields of study associ-
ated with the papers (about 230 thousand entities).

• Papers: information on publications, including the year
of publication and authors (210 million entities). Publi-
cations belong to five categories: JournalArticle (about
82 million), PatentDocument (about 51 million), Con-
ferencePaper (about 4 million), BookChapter (about 2
million), and Book (about 2 million).

5 Source: https://l8.nu/rBQv.
6 Version 2019-12-26, DOI 10.5281/zenodo.3930398.
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TheMAKG covers 180 countries worldwide and includes
publications from 1800 to 2020. We restrict our analysis to
those papers published from 1980 to 2019. Moreover, we
focused only on “active” authors (according to [31]), filtering
out those without publications yearly. Doing so, we obtained
a dataset composed of 9 million authors—having at least a
specified affiliation during their research activity—and all
their papers.

3.2 Methodological approach

To observe the researcher exchange between countries and
internationalisation, it is necessary to geolocate the institu-
tions to which the authors refer. Since this information is
unavailable from the MAKG data, it was necessary to resort
to the latest version of MAG,7 in which each publication
is modelled as a triple < paper , author , insti tution >.
The obtained dataset is pre-processed following a semi-
supervised Natural Language Processing (NLP) pipeline
(which leveragesWptools8 and Pycountry9 python libraries)
allows to geolocate affiliations with respect to countries.
Then, the authors’ annual ego networks are computed as
their scientific collaborators’ undirected graph. In brief, ego-
centric networks, also called ego networks, consist of a
central node, the “ego”, the nodes to whom ego is directly
connected to, which are called “alters”, and the tiles among
the alters, if any. Thus, in this study, we build a network
where each author in turn acts as the ego and the annual co-
authors are the alters. Here, no ties among the alters are taken
into account. The preprocessed data allow us to compute the
Yearly Degree of Collaborations’ Internationality, a measure
to describe the tendency of researchers to collaborate with
colleagues working in the same country or not as follows:

1. The ego network of each researcher is extracted for each
year in the dataset.

2. From each ego network is extracted the list of countries
of affiliation of the co-authors.

3. The co-author country lists are converted into distribu-
tions by chance. For instance, given the co-author country
list [Italy, Italy, Germany] where each country has a dis-
tribution of 1/3, we obtain as probability distribution list
[0.67, 0.33]).

4. For each ego, thus the researcher acting as the centre of
the ego networks is calculated the binary entropy of prob-
ability distributions, and the result is multiplied by −1 in
case themajority of countries of co-authors within the ego

7 Version 2019–03-22, DOI 10.5281/zenodo.2628216, available at
https://zenodo.org/record/2628216.
8 Wptools: https://pypi.org/project/wptools/.
9 Pycountry: https://pypi.org/project/pycountry/.

network is different from the country of affiliation of the
ego node.

Thus, the Yearly Degree of Collaborations’ Internation-
ality is calculated as the binary entropy of the probability
distribution obtained starting from the list of countries of
affiliation of the nodes present within each ego network, ego
excluded. In other words, the YDCI is the binary entropy
of each researcher’s colleagues’ probability distribution of
working countries annually.

By defining k as a set of co-authors of an ego, #cdif the
number of countries different from that of the network ego,
and as #csame the number of countries equal to that of the
network ego we have, the YDCI is expressed as:

YDCI =

⎧
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

(−∑
k Pk log2 Pk) ∗ (−1)

if #cdif > #csame

−∑
k Pk log2 Pk

otherwise

(1)

where Pk is the probability distribution of co-authors’
countries in a given year, which is derived by extracting from
egos the lists of affiliations countries of each co-author.YDCI
ranges from -1 to 1, where a YDCI closer to -1 represents
the researcher’s tendency to collaborate with geographically
heterogeneous groups composed of researchers from coun-
tries different from their own. Conversely, a YDCI closer
to 1 represents the tendency to collaborate with geograph-
ically homogeneous groups composed of researchers from
their own country.

Thus, the YDCI measures the researcher’s annual ten-
dency to collaborate with colleagues working in their own
country and establish intra- and international scientific col-
laborations. Furthermore, by aggregating the authors follow-
ing different criteria, the YDCI allows studying trends at
different geographic (e.g. national, continental, and world
level) and temporal (e.g. globally and for decades) scales. The
YDCI is employed to cluster and describe researchers based
on their collaboration types, i.e. inter- vs. intra- national, with
respect to temporal andgeographical dimensions. To this end,
authors are represented as vectors by using their YDCI val-
ues in time. We identify withXm,n the matrix, where themth
row corresponds to an author, and the nth columns represent
a year in the range [1980, 2019]. Therefore, the value in cell
(m, n) is the YDCI of author m at time n. In case of miss-
ing values, we complete the trends considering the average
of the values of the column, e.g. the global average YDCI
of the given year. We use GridSearch10 to find the best k
and optimise the silhouette to apply the K-Means clustering

10 We perform GridSearch on the 80% of the dataset, with k ∈ [2; 10].
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algorithm. Further, clusters of researchers based onYDCI are
computed independently over four decades to observe their
stability temporally.

As a second investigation, we measure the worldwide
knowledge transfer focusing on researchers’movements over
affiliations from a geographical and temporal point of view.
Given a country C and a year Y , the incoming mobility
score (I n(C)) defines the countries’ degree ofmobility based
on yearly incoming researchers, where a yearly incoming
researcher is a researcher who published in a year previ-
ous than Y in country CX �= C and in year Y in country
C . Similarly, the outgoing mobility score (Out(C)) defines
the countries’ degree of mobility based on yearly outgo-
ing researchers where a yearly outgoing researcher is a
researcher who published in a year previous than Y in coun-
tryC , and in year Y in countryCX �= C . Further, themobility
balance estimates whether a country has more incoming or
outgoing traffic of authors. To calculate these scores, first,
we build two matrices representing the incoming (XI n) and
outgoing (XOut ) researchers for each country annually. Each
matrix has as many rows as countries and has many columns
as the years in the time window (1980–2019). By construc-
tion, each matrix column represents an annual worldwide
count of movements (outgoing or incoming accordingly to
the matrix). To prevent what in terms of probability distribu-
tions are called “outliers”, i.e. a few high values vs. a high
number of low values, these are converted in the [0, 1] range
by using the quantile transformation (Formula 2).

G−1(F(X)) (2)

where, F is the cumulative distribution function of features,
i.e. values of X , and G−1 is the quantile function of the
desired distribution in output, i.e. G.

Given a distribution probability, i.e. values in a generic
column x of XI n and XOut matrices, its cumulative function
represents the probability that a random variable X takes
a value less than or equal to �. This can be expressed as
Formula 3:

FX (�) = P(X ≤ �) (3)

The quantile function returns a threshold � below which
a random extraction from the probability distribution, i.e.
cumulative distribution (Formula 3), will fall most of times,
as expressed in Formula 4.

G(ρ) = inf{� ∈ R : ρ ≤ F(�)} (4)

Formula 4 uses the following principles: a) if X is a ran-
dom variable with cumulative distribution F , then F(X) is
uniformly distributed in [0, 1], and b) if U is a random vari-

Fig. 1 Clustering of authors according to the YDCI

able uniformly distributed in [0, 1], then G−1(U ) has G as
distribution.

The incoming and outgoing mobility scores are calcu-
lated by applying Formula 4 to probability distributions of
countries. Then, given a country C , the mobility balance is
computed as the difference between the incoming and the
outgoing mobility scores. The defined mobility scores are
studied based on different temporal resolutions to observe
changes in trends over time.

4 Analysis

The method proposed in Sect. 3 has been applied to bib-
liometric data from Microsoft Academic Knowledge Graph
(Sect. 3.1).

As shown in Fig. 1, three well-separated clusters emerge
by applying the K-Means11 to the YDCIs.

• Cluster0 includes the 89.8% of the dataset (8, 008, 741
authors) and is composed of authors who tend to
work alone or establish collaborations only with a few
researchers from the same country.

• Cluster1 is composed of the 7.09% of the dataset
(632, 679 authors). This cluster groups together those
researchers that prevalently collaborate with geographi-
cally homogeneous groups composedof researchers from
the same countries.

• Cluster2 represents the 3.11% of the dataset (277, 324
authors). It is the opposite of Cluster1 and identifies
authors who tend to collaborate with geographically
heterogeneous groups composed of researchers from
countries different from theirs.

11 Best GridSearch performance average silhouette 0.54.
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Fig. 2 Clustering of authors according to the YDCI over decades

To observe the stability of the identified clusters over time,
we replicate the clustering over four decades, i.e. from 1980–
1989, 1990–1999, 2000–2009, and from 2010 to 2019, as
shown in Fig. 2. The three-clustered structure still emerges in
each decade, and the overall behaviour of the groups remains
unchanged. However, data suggest that local contributions
tend to increase in the second decade (1990–1999), as testi-
fied by the change values of Cluster2.

Although Cluster0 is the cluster that includes the major-
ity of researchers, the latter shows a tendency to work alone.
In contrast, although less populated, Cluster1 and Cluster2
include researchers who generally collaborate with other
colleagues. Given that our research focuses on knowledge
transfer, we deeper investigate the dynamics of collabora-
tions of researchers in Cluster1 and Cluster2.

To observe YDCI distribution globally, for the two
selected clusters, we calculate the average of the annual
scores of the authors of each country. Figure3 shows the
obtained maps for Cluster1 (top) and Cluster2 (bottom),
respectively.12 By considering both maps, it can be seen
that trends in collaborations are generically geographically
homogeneously distributed. Focusing on Cluster1 (top)—
which includes authors who tend to collaborate within

12 In both maps, the countries in white do not have an assigned score
due to missing data.

their own country—it emerges, at least on a global scale,
that American countries (both North and South), European
and Australian ones obtain YDCI values of [0.25; 0.50],
with non-extreme trends. On the contrary, the Asian and
African continents show more heterogeneous values of
collaboration intra-nation. Moving to Cluster2 (bottom)—
which includes authors who tend to collaborate with col-
leagues located abroad—American countries (especially in
the north), Europe, and Australia have YDCI values in the
range [−0.25;−0.50], which mean some degree of inter-
national collaborations, as Cluster1. At the same time, in
particular African countries, and some from Asia, show the
lowest YDCI values, between [−0.50;−1.00]. As noticed,
most countries with the most extreme tendencies are the
same, e.g. Mauritania, Guyana, and Libya. Nevertheless, this
behaviour could be due in part to the fact that these are most
likely countries with a relatively small share of academic
publications and staff in the MAKG data.

In addition, we analyse the decade-wise YDCI segmenta-
tion aggregated at the country level. Considering Cluster1
on top in Fig. 4, we note a constant and diffuse closure
towards foreign collaborations over the decades. This trend
becomes more evident globally in the fourth decade (2010–
2019), especially in Asia. When looking at Cluster2 in Fig. 4
(bottom), we note a diffuse tendency to collaborate with col-
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Fig. 3 (top) Average YDCI for
Cluster1 and (bottom) Cluster2
countries

leagues in countries other than their own. In the following
decade, from 1990 to 1999, a trend reversal is observed, with
a large diffusion of collaborations between researchers in the
same country. However, from 2000 onwards, the YDCI val-
ues settled again on negative values around −0.5 showing
growing collaborations at an international level. Our hypoth-
esis is that, on the one hand, globalisation, ease of travel and
growing agreements between institutions have contributed to
a greater circulation of researchers around the world. On the
other hand, it is possible that part of the international collab-
orations are finalised or at least lead to a transfer—more or
less long—to a new institution. Thus, our suggestion is that
co-authoring one or more articles could then act as an initial
point of contact leading to a temporal or permanent period
of direct collaboration—and thus a move.

To comprehensively observe the evolution and general
trend in collaborations, we aggregate authors of the two
observed clusters and calculate the averages of the YDCI
scores again by country and decade. As shown by Fig. 5,
we are witnessing a general trend towards intra-national col-
laboration over time. Observing the individual choropleth
maps in more detail, it is noted-above all in the first decade
(1980–1989)—two well-defined groups of countries seem
to coexist. On the one hand, the United States of America,
Mexico, Brazil and China show a greater tendency towards

intra-national collaborations. On the other hand, Canada,
Peru, Argentina, Russia, India and Australia show a—albeit
slight—certain tendency to collaborate with abroad, with
YDCI values in the range [−0.25,−0.50]. Already from the
second decade, and even more accentuated in the third, the
negative YDCI values tend to reverse their trend. Finally, in
the fourth decade, most countries show positive YDCI values
and a greater tendency towards intra-national collaboration,
albeit with some small exceptions. Again, these exceptions
refer to countries that may be underrepresented in MAG and
MAKG. Focusing on European countries shown in Fig. 6,
we observe the same general trend observed worldwide
(Fig. 5). Europe shows more heterogeneous YDCI distribu-
tion during the first and second decades (1980-1989 and
1990-1999), with a prevalence of countries characterized
by collaborations at the international level, with YDCI val-
ues around −0.25. However, there are some exceptions, e.g.
Spain, Portugal, Sweden, and Finland, which show values
slightly positive. As already observed worldwide, starting
from the second decade onwards, there is an evident and
progressive growing trend towards intra-national collabora-
tion throughout Europe, although with YDCI values around
0.5. Internationalisation noted at the European level mirrors
what is observed at the global level. A further explanation
for this behaviour could derive from the diffusion of research
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Fig. 4 (top) Average YDCI for Cluster1 and (bottom) for Cluster2 countries over decades
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Fig. 5 Evolution of YDCI values over decades

Fig. 6 YDCI for European countries over decades
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Fig. 7 Incoming mobility over decades

centres and institutions. In fact, we believe that part of the
shifts observed in the first decades may be due to the need for
researchers to physically reach institutions due to a) lack of a
team/institution/technologies related to their area of study in
their own country; b) difficulties in remote communication
and collaboration.

Moving to study worldwide knowledge transfer based on
researchers’ movements over affiliations, we calculate coun-
tries’ incoming mobility score, outgoing mobility score and
mobility balance (Sect. 3). The map in Fig. 7 shows the dis-
tribution of the incoming mobility score by decades. We
observe that the USA maintains constant high incoming
mobility over time, acting as a particularly attractive country.
China, like Russia, on the other hand, shows medium-high
incomingmobility during thefirst decade,which then tends to
increase over time. However, in theAsian continent, there are
countries with low and medium-low incoming mobility, i.e.
Mongolia, Afghanistan, Burma and Turkmenistan. Although
we did not have full coverage of information, Africa shows
very low inflows over time, except a few countries, Egypt
and South Africa.

The distribution of the outgoing mobility score for each
decade is shown in Fig. 8. As before, while the USA shows
a stable medium-high outgoing mobility over time, China
and Russia show a lower outgoing mobility which increases
over time. Within the Asian continent, countries with low
andmedium-low outgoingmobility are generally the same as
those with low and medium-low incoming mobility. Africa,

for which we have very spurious data in the first decade,
initially shows slight outward mobility, depending on the
country. The scenario becomes increasingly heterogeneous
from the second decade, with countries showing medium-
low mobility, i.e. Mauritania, Niger and Chad, and others
withmedium-highmobility, i.e. SouthAfrica, Egypt. Finally,
Fig. 9 shows the map relating to the mobility balance over
decades. Almost all countries in our dataset show values in
[−0.10; 0], which means that outbound mobility tends to
prevail over inbound mobility. Going into the details of the
decades, we note that in the first, only a few countries of
Africa and Central America, i.e. Algeria, Libya, Morocco
and Honduras, have incoming mobility slightly higher than
outgoing. Over the decades, this trend reverses and aligns
itself with theworld trend, with outgoing flows of researchers
greater than incoming ones.

5 Discussion and conclusions

This paper presents a newapproach to studyknowledge trans-
fer through collaborations and the international mobility of
researchers by developing two new measures: (1) a country
level Yearly Degree of Collaborations’ Internationality index
to understand the collaborative environment of academia and
scientific exchange on a yearly basis, (2) a mobility score to
estimate annual inflows and outflows differentials for aca-
demic mobility on the country level.
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Fig. 8 Outgoing mobility over decades

Fig. 9 Mobility balance
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Accordingly, we first define the YDCI index which
measures the degree of inter-nationality of researchers’ col-
laborations around the globe annually. The YDCI allows us
particularly to identify three separate groups of researchers
using K-Means. The clusters found are deeply studied and
described with respect to geographical, temporal and spatial
dimensions and at different resolutions.

Secondly, we focus on the movements of researchers over
affiliations worldwide over time by defining two mobility
scores (In and Out) to describe countries based on incom-
ing and outgoing researchers. As a next step, we use these
to compute the mobility balance, which estimates the dif-
ference between incoming and outgoing flows providing a
comprehensive worldwide perspective.

Our findings indicate an ever-increasing trend of collabo-
rating with geographically homogeneous groups composed
of researchers from their own countries, especially Europe
and North and South America. However, international col-
laboration seems to prevail in the African continent, Central
America, and some countries in Asia. On the other hand,
researchers move more often and in a homogeneous way
concerning both continents and individual countries.

A possible interpretation of results could be that the net-
works of researchers are steady at a certain degree that
their mobility patterns are consistent for reaching particular
research groups or institutions with which to collaborate in
certain geographies. With this study, we illustrated two new
measures to investigate academic mobility and knowledge
exchange. Given the temporal dimension in these measures,
as future work, the impact of contextual factors could be
examined to develop a better understanding of the mobil-
ity patterns and changes in time. For instance, countries’
YDCI trends and movements of researchers can be com-
pared with socio-cultural events, e.g. Ĉhernobyl’ disaster
(1986), the fall of the Berlin Wall (1989), the Dissolution of
the Soviet Union (1991), and the collapse of the Twin Tow-
ers (2001), or Ukrainian war (2022) to study the influence
of global poignant events on academic mobility. Moreover,
information from authors’ collaborative networks can help
identify and describe professional and geographical patterns
in researchers’ careers.
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